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Reviewer's report:

Minor essential changes:
1. title: I recommend to use the alternative title as described in the response letter to reviewers.
2. keep it consistant: Table 1 in Text, but Table I on the table, same issue for table 2 and 3--keep either all arabic or all roman numeral.
3. keywords section: change Clippers to CLIPPERS
4. please add cerebellar test result: dysmetria present or absent? what is the vibration test result at lower extremities?
5. add page 
6. did you do the CT scan of Chest as well? I guess you did, but did not mention in text (on page 5 including title page. please clarify .
7. did not correct the mistake I mentioned previously: methotrexate 2,5 mg (2.5 mg or 25 mg, or else?)
8. on page 5, line 6, change "diagnosis" to "diagnoses".
9. on page 5, line 10, remove "within".
10. on page 5, line 11, change "intension" to "intensity"
11. Table 1: bottom section: remove "including", change "lymfoma" to "lymphoma", remove one "paraneoplastic syndrome" which was written twice.
12. Table 3: change "bilrubin" to bilirubin", change "tromcocytes" to "thrombocytes", change "erytrocytes" to "erythrocytes"

Level of interest: An article of importance in its field

Quality of written English: Needs some language corrections before being published

Statistical review: No, the manuscript does not need to be seen by a statistician.
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